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Kennel Marketing V. 
 
Looks 

 
 
 
Colours, shapes, arrangement and the variation of all these determine the 
first impression we make. The creation of unison and effect is a complex 
task, especially if we wish to make an impression consciously. 
 
 
What is design and what do we want to use it for? 
 
Design is just like marketing: we refer to it a lot, yet we rarely know what it 
really is. 
Design basically means that we use an object to its full potential. While keeping 
its basic function, it will get aesthetic looks. For instance, a chair has good design 
if it looks nice and is comfortable to sit on. So design, even if it is a term used for 
looks, does not only include outward appearances. It does have a meaning that 
points further. 
 
Design is present in marketing and is connected to aesthetic looks. Seemingly, 
that is. What is our goal? To attract attention and communicate with a purpose. 
Good design might alleviate or create this communication. 
 
If you think it over, we are mainly talking about appearing on the Internet. This is 
mainly based on visual appearances. Just like pictures. In addition to pictures, 
there are texts, colours, and even the font is important. These design elements 
create a full picture which will make a certain impression, and it does matter 
what this impression is like. 
If your design is good, your style will be evident by just looking at your website, 
business card or the pictures on your Facebook profile. If your marketing 
communication is clear, worked out properly and has a persistent design, the 
result will be your own image. 
 
A well-established image is an important PR element. Big companies often use 
different design books which contain the colour of the walls of the office and the 
style of the receptionist’s clothes. Design is a part of the brand, just like the name 
of your kennel.  
Whether we like it or not, we judge by appearances. And this refers to the 
appearance and the judgement of your kennel too. 
 
Design is complicated. The choice of colours and colour combinations is 
essential. Different colours have different effects on people. Supplementary 
graphic elements are important too. Strange as it may sound, fonts are of great 
importance too. 
Small wonder graphic design is a skill, as it requires creativity. If you wish to use 
good design elements, find an expert. You might ask them to plan the complete 
design of your kennel. Look at their references and tell them about your kennel, 
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the values and ideas you represent and the image you wish to convey. If they 
work well, they will paint a picture of you.  
Make sure you read this chapter even if it is not you that does the graphic design. 
If you come up with an idea of your business card full of pictures of your dog’s 
head, six different fonts and eight colours, the graphic designer will say no. 
Please don’t be hurt. They will be right. 
 
Less is always more 
 
Besides aesthetic appearance and making proper impressions, design has 
another quality: it helps orientation among pieces of information. Minimal 
design, besides creating a feeling of looking good, helps the recipient party find 
the information they consider important.  
 
You might remember the heyday of the internet, when all the websites looked 
like an orgy of colours. Lots of information, eight different colours, flashing left 
and right, then web animations spread, and everything gained momentum, 
sprinkling stardust. And if you looked at a website for long, you got a headache.  
Unfortunately there are still sites like that. 
 
When we see a disturbing or annoying website, we unconsciously decide to 
move on, hoping to find another site which can offer more and quench our 
hunger for information. Since people use websites if they need information that 
they do not have. 
 
Minimal design helps structure information with the help of graphic elements. 
This includes fonts, colours, placement, empty spaces around elements on the 
site, graphic solutions, for instance colours and shades. All these help you reach 
the goal of your website or leaflet: providing clear-cut, understandable 
information. 
 
In terms of colour, it is important that basic colours create the atmosphere, so 
there should not be too many of them and they should be harmonious. There 
should also be a colour that stands out of the basic colours. This colour can lead 
your reader to the information you and the reader consider important. 
 
Minimal design is not only important for websites. If you make a leaflet about 
your kennel, it is essential that the text should be proportionate, the essence of it 
should be emphasised, and the colours should not be typical that of a secessional 
picture. Nobody will go through a leaflet that is too complicated, with too much 
information. 
 
Ergonomy – see through chaos 
 
Ergonomy is a complex notion. It basically means that something is formed for 
optimal human use. A chair is ergonomic if it is comfortable, looks good, and it is 
designed and manufactured not to cause health problems for the user. How is 
ergonomy connected to marketing? The ergonomy of websites is a separate 
branch with its own areas. 
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Its importance from a marketing point of view lies in the fact that an internet 
user stops searching and finds an ergonomic website very quickly if they cannot 
find the information they need in a disturbingly crowded website. 
If you are not a web programmer, you will not create your own website. Just like 
with a graphic designer, you should understand the programmer’s language and 
when you write a contract, you should speak the same language. 
 
If you think it over, you show a lot of information on the website. There should 
be a proper introduction showing who you are, where you started. You must 
raise attention to your professional work.  
You will introduce your dogs, their achievements, successes, the litter, the 
descendants‘ story, etc. 
You should offer a chance for those interested to get in touch with you. 
This means a lot of information, and you should show it in a way that can be 
processed by the human brain. Your reader should be able to find and perceive 
information you wish to convey. 
 
Proportion is the most effective and basic means of transparency. With minimal 
design, you can make the contents of a site ‚airy‘, if the contents are separated by 
space. Think it over: how difficult would it be to read a text on the monitor if 
there were no paragraphs at all? 
If you look at some working professional websites, you can see that different 
pieces of information are in different blocks. If they were not, nobody would be 
able to grasp a site for the first sight. 
Important pieces of information should be emphasised with colours or some 
graphic solutions. Lead the reader’s eyes! 
 
If you wish to plan the outlook of a site consciously, pay attention to the main 
page. This is the surface a reader sees first, and it makes a first impression of 
your site and you. 
 
It is essential to determine the quantitiy of the text and the proportion of 
graphics or photos. Neither would be good in larger proportion. Too long texts 
frighten the reader, too many pictures suppress the meaning and importance of 
texts. Try and find a golden way in between. 
 
The backbone of the website 
 
If you manage to make your website visually clear-cut, you cannot take a rest yet. 
The reader should be able to navigate comfortably among pieces of information, 
as it is rare that a website only has one page.  
Navigation of a website is evident. We are used to seeing menu points and sub-
menu, so we can click and surf the site. 
 
This navigation system or menu points need scrupulous planning. Menu points 
should be straightforward, submenu points cannot be elsewhere logically. 
Everything should be obvious. The reader should not be entangled with the 
contents of the site. Everything should be where and how it is expected. Should 
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the user get lost, or not be able to find information, they will be disturbed and 
might leave the site. 
 
The navigation system of a site is the backbone of it. Information is built on it. 
 
 
Readable texts 
 
If you want to use a longer text for a purpose, your website is the right place for 
that. Rarely do people read a long text of a Facebook post.  
In case of a text on a website, as our eyes read in a different way and our brain 
processes information in a different way, you must be aware of some things that 
help a reader of a site read and understand  a text easily. 
 
When we read a book or a magazine – not a monitor, glued to it – our eyes and 
brain work in a different way. In case of monitors, we get tired more easily. 
 
Most people just read through a given text, without memorising it. That is why it 
is essential that the text should be proportionate. I do not mean that everything 
should be written in a new line, as a too airy text makes browsing impossible. I 
mean that the text should not be too long. Lines should not be longer than 60-80 
characters. The eyes can handle this distance.  
While lines of equal length are important when it comes to printed texts, on the 
internet, lines should be as long as they can be. Distance between lines is also 
important. If lines are too close, reading is made more difficult. 
 
It is a huge mistake to write a part of a text, God forbid a complete text IN ALL 
CAPITAL LETTERS.  
When you read, your eyes touch the letter image of a word. You do not look at 
letters, you look at a group of letters with the help of letter forms and shapes, 
which make you define the word and your brain attaches a meaning. If you use 
capital letters, you force the reader to examine letters, not the image of a word. 
Reading is thus made more tiring and longer. If you want to emphasise a word or 
part of a text, think graphic solutions. Let there be different colours, different 
backgrounds. But forget Caps Lock forever! 
 
When technological development backfires 
 
Before launching a website, that is, when you agree with the developer that it is 
ready, you must make sure that the end result is enjoyable and usable for 
anyone.  
Different types of browsers and their promoted – and unfortunately often not 
promoted – programming solutions do not appear the same way in every 
browser. In programming, there are different solutions to make a certain website 
look the same in every type – or versions of types – of browsing programmes. 
You cannot make your visitor look at your website in one particular way. Nobody 
will use a completely new programme for your sake. You have to test different 
end results. 
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You must also be prepared for the fact that your website will be shown and 
browsed on a dozen different surfaces. Programmers used to have an easy life, 
since monitors were all the same size. Now one must be prepared for different 
sizes and resolutions, and the presence of tablets, smart phones, laptops and 
notebooks.  
Responsive websites offer a possible solution. The essence of technology is that 
the given website is able to restructure the content elements of a website. Your 
page will truly look different everywhere, but it will be enjoyable and usable in 
each case. 
Remember this solution. 
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